Axiom, one of the most successful collection, is composed by three different kind of product: Plain (AX160 to AX165) is a non woven plain printed with three different tones of colors that perfectly match together and
light up with a final bright metallic touch. Sandesign (AX101 to AX108,
AX123, AX124) uses a non woven surface embellished with metallic and
pearly reflections, on which are printed designs made of sand, that stand
out for their materiality . The mixture of the colors is perfectly combined
in a balanced play of shades. Design Beads (AX109 to AX122, AX126,
AX136) uses the same process for the Sandesign, but in this case the designs are realized with small glass beads that capture the light. They start
to twinkle on the wall in an enchanting juxtaposition with opalescent
reflections of the background. Our Italian manufacturer invented this
technique in 2008 and therefore it is possible to grant an absolute mastery
of it; all the elements are strongly glued and they are scratch-resistant.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

T EC H N I C A L F E A T U R E S

To satisfy today’s consumer fashion awareness, the wallcovering industry is in constantly researching new styles and
techniques. Not only to create a product that is aesthetically pleasant, but to create a more technical product and
production technique that gives a more organic and three dimensional feeling. The use of quartz and transparent
beads, combined with the base material, gives an imitation of oxidation of metallic reflections. This combination
of materials, together with the use of the light, can create a sophisticated and unique living environment.
Axiom is a collection well appreciated by all, with a unique interpretation of both modern and classical designs.

In few years Texam Home, thanks to its creative philosophy based on
“Research never ends”, has become a leading brand on the high-end of
wallcovering’s market. Infact, our brand embodies a resume of innovative high technology, exclusive materials and a unique style, that stands
out from the masses. This harmonic mix permits, every year, to create
remarkable and cutting-edge products, which express themselves in timeless astonishing collections. Another essential aspect of Texam Home’s
creations is the feeling that the material gives; it is perceived as something
completely natural and organic, avoiding any industrial effect. All the
wallpaper’s surfaces are designed to obtain a three dimensional effect, to
reshape rooms and locations, in order to nullify the optical barrier of the
wall, giving vitality to the whole space thanks to a perception of infinity.
The technical skills, unified with the brilliant innovations, brought by a
qualified creative team, ensure to the customers top level products, which
are always precursors of fashion in the wallcovering’s world.

Made in Italy by:

SCROLL

STRIPE

AX110

AX109

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←

0 cm / 0” → | 0

AX119

AX111

100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

DAMASK

PLAIN

AX136

AX162

AX160

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←

0 cm / 0” → | 0

AX126

AX163

AX164

100 cm / 39.4”(±3%)

100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

AX165

LEAVES

SQUARES

AX101

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←
100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

AX105

AX102

AX106

AX103

AX108

AX104

RAIN

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←

AX107

100 cm / 39.4”(±3%)

ROUND DAMASK

AX120

64 cm /25.2” → | ←
100 cm / 39.4”(±3%)

AX121

AX114

AX122

AX115

AX123

64cm /25.2” → | ←

AX113

100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

AX124
The portrayed colours may differ from reality

